
THE ED/TOR'S NOTEBOOK

THE HEAVENLY EDITOR

Beneath the unrelenting pyramid of articles on my desk there lies buried a secret
at once comforting and daunting: the act of editing can involve more than read-
ing manuscripts. In its pristine, ideal state, it is a crucible in which one's charac-
ter can be molded-a touchstone for what the baa/ei musar call the eternal
struggle for personal she/emut It bears in it the daily challenge of Abba Shaul
(Shabbat 133b), "Mah hu rahum af ata rahum. . . (Just as He is merciful, so shall
you be merciful; as He is patient, so shall you be patient. . .)". And above all, it
provides a measure of one's ability to temper the quality of pride with humilty,
to exercise patience and forbearance, to balance kindness and truth.

Consider the interplay between pride and humilty. Editors are free to criti-
cize someone else's work-nay, expected to do so-to point out the faults of
others, to instruct them with impunity to change this, delete that, abbreviate
this, expand that. Few activities in this temporal world have the same capacity
to induce pride as does the invitation to correct others.

And few activities have its capacity to nurture humility. Editors may com-
pletely re-write a manuscript, spend weeks negotiating with the author, make
sense out of nonsense and English out of who knows what-and when the final
product appears, the editors, faceless and anonymoUs, lurk backstage as the
author takes the curtain calls. This is the ultimate exercise in humilty, in hitbat-
lut ha-yesh. Changing and molding and shaping may be redolent of divine
power, but editors are reminded daily that God also has the abilty to be met-
zatzem: He wilingly restricts His power, narrows it, withdraws it.

And if this challenge is not enough, there is the problem created by the
inherent resonance of the written word. Say something, and in time its impact
dissipates. Write something, and the stark, black letters refuse to vanish. This is
why any published article can engender intense and widely differing reactions.
From time to time, for example, Tradition finds itself described as closet right-
wing or (for the same article) closet left-wing. When we are simultaneously
seen as both black and white, there looms before us another divine attribute:
to strive to be an erech apayim-Iong-suffering, forbearing and patient with
those who suspect us of possessing, heaven forfend, opinions which are not in
full consonance with their own.

Perhaps the most vexing of all the challenges to imitate God occurs when
editors have to inform an author that his or her article is not accepted for publi-
cation. For although no journal can possibly publish every manuscript-even
some very fine ones-to tell this to an author is like tellng a mother that her
baby is not the most beautiful you have ever seen.

The analogy is not inapt. Giving birth to a manuscript is in some ways simi-
lar to giving birth to a child. Writing involves the conception of an idea, its ges-
tation for a period of time, the pangs of writing a first draft, a second, a third.
And then, when the product of this labor finally sees the light of day, along
comes a stranger, a midwife who calls him- or herself an editor, and declares
that what has been brought into the world with such effort is just not good
enough.
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A mother would be very upset by such a reaction to her offspring; so is an
author. Having in my lifetime often experienced the wounds of rejection slips, I
genuinely identify with every author. Therefore we eschew form-letter rejec-
tions, attempting instead to inform the author gently, with tact and great regret,
that we cannot use his article. But however compassionate the message, the
truth must out: we are not going to publish it.

Is it possible to be simultaneously kind and honest? It is surely not a hap-
penstance that in the Thirteen Divine Attributes, hesed and emet stand side by
side. Perhaps the lesson is that only the Divine Editor of us all can successfully
combine the two. For when mere editors try to do so, the resulting meta-rational
logic is vivid evidence of the limits of mortal reasoning: your article is brillant;
we are unable to publish it.

In a moment of desperation, we even considered adopting the rejection
letter attributed to a certain Chinese journal: ..

We have read your manuscript with boundless delight. If we were to pub-
lish your paper it would be impossible for us to publish any work of a
lower standard. As it is unthinkable that, in the next thousand years, we
shall see its equal, we are, to our regret, compelled to return your divine
composition, and to beg you a thousand times to overlook our short sight
and timidity.

To receive such a letter is almost as good as being published, but the letter
lacks one major ingredient: while it is ray hesed, it contains no emet

On any level, mundane or transcendent, the business of editing is not for
the faint of heart. The dilemmas of pride, humility, forbearance, hesed and
emet-and the need to be a loving midwife-are enough to intimidate even the
most hopelessly deluded editor. But since there is no easy way out, we wil sim-
ply have to continue the struggle. We will keep you informed (humbly, of
course,) about our progress. In the interim, we pray with Hilel that what is
hateful unto you, you wil not do unto editors. Be kind to us, patient, loving,
understanding. And, if you insist, honest.
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